WHEREAS, the Association of Students of University of Nebraska (ASUN) supports the ideals of diversity and inclusion; and,

WHEREAS, the Presidents of the Afrikan People’s Union (APU), Mexican American Student Association (MASA), Cultural Ambassadors (UNLCA), African Student Association (ASA), Middle-Eastern Students Unite (MESU), and the Multicultural Business Student Association (MBSA) would like to co-sponsor a cultural showcase and lip-sync competition with ASUN; and,

WHEREAS, students would like to express their culture through music and dance.

WHEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED, that ASUN co-sponsor a cultural showcase and lip-sync competition with APU, MASA, UNLCA, UNITE, ASA, MESU, and MBSA on October 2nd; and,

WHEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, that ASUN provide further support in the form of designing event posters and social media advertising; and,

WHEREFORE, BE IT FINALLY ENACTED, that ASUN member(s) participate in the cultural showcase and lip-sync competition.
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